INTRODUCTION {#sec1-1}
============

Clinical trials are very expensive and their outcomes are crucial to the concerned stakeholders and, hence, there is considerable pressure to optimize them. One route of optimization is to make better use of all available information, and Bayesian statistics provides this opportunity. Mainly, two statistical methodologies are applicable to the design and analysis of clinical trials: frequentist and Bayesian. Most traditional clinical trial designs are based on frequentist statistics. In frequentist statistics prior information is utilized formally only in the design of a clinical trial but not in the analysis of the data. However, Bayesian statistics provide a formal mathematical method for combining prior information with current information at the design stage, during the conduct of the trial, and at the analysis stage.\[[@ref1]--[@ref4]\]

The roots of Bayesian statistics lies in Bayes' theorem. Bayes' theorem arose from a publication in 1763 by Thomas Bayes. This theorem of Bayes was not published during his lifetime but only after his death, when his work was found in his desk by a friend. Bayesian statistics starts with a prior belief (expressed as a prior distribution), which is then updated with the new evidence to yield a posterior belief (also a probability distribution). Bayesian statistics provides a mathematical method for calculating the likelihood of a future event, given the knowledge from prior events. These methods, thus, directly address the question of how new evidence should change what we currently believe.\[[@ref1][@ref2][@ref5]\]

COMPONENTS OF THE BAYESIAN APPROACH {#sec1-2}
===================================

Prior distribution {#sec2-1}
------------------

The prior distribution is usually based on data from previous trials. It has been recommended that appropriate prior information should be carefully selected and incorporated into the analysis correctly. It is recommended that as many sources of good prior information as possible should be identified.\[[@ref3][@ref6]\]

Likelihood principle {#sec2-2}
--------------------

Basically, two sources of information about the unknown parameters of interest are used in Bayesian analysis. The first of these is the sample data, expressed formally by the likelihood function. The second is the prior distribution, which represents the additional (external) information that is available. The likelihood function is also an essential component of frequentist statistics, but the prior distribution is used only in the Bayesian approach.\[[@ref3]\]

The likelihood principle essentially states that all evidence obtained from an experiment about an unknown quantity θ is contained in the likelihood function of θ for the given data. In the Bayesian approach the prior distribution for θ is updated using the information provided by the trial through the likelihood function and nothing else. The posterior distribution is the product only of the prior and the likelihood function.\[[@ref3]\]

Posterior probabilities {#sec2-3}
-----------------------

The prior distribution is updated after data from the trial become available. This updated distribution is called the posterior distribution. Thus the Bayesian approach requires previous information (the prior probabilities) and current data to arrive at the 'posterior.' Conclusions from a Bayesian trial are based only on the posterior distribution. It should be borne in mind that today\'s posterior probabilities become tomorrow\'s prior probabilities.\[[@ref3][@ref7][@ref8]\]

A better illustration of how Bayes' theorem works is a Bayesian 'triplot,' in which the prior distribution, the likelihood, and the posterior distribution are all plotted on the same graph. The triplot is useful to show how the two types of information (data and prior) are combined. It gives a graphical representation of prior to posterior updating.\[[@ref9]\]

Predictive probability {#sec2-4}
----------------------

Predictive probability is a special type of posterior probability; namely, the probability of unobserved outcomes (future or missing). Collectively, the probabilities for all possible values of the unobserved outcome are called the predictive distribution. Predictive distributions have many uses; for example for deciding when to stop a trial, for helping the physician and the patient make decisions by predicting the patient\'s clinical outcome (given the observed outcomes of patients in the clinical trial), and for predicting a clinical outcome from an earlier or more easily measured outcome for that patient, etc.\[[@ref3][@ref7][@ref10]\]

Exchangeability of trials {#sec2-5}
-------------------------

The assumption of trial exchangeability enables the current trial to 'borrow strength' from previous trials. Thus, exchangeability of trials is important in the development of realistic models for combining trial data with prior information. Bayesian hierarchical modeling is a specific methodology used to combine results from multiple studies to obtain estimates of safety and effectiveness parameters. The name hierarchical model derives from the hierarchical manner in which observations and parameters are structured. Some Bayesian analysts refer to this approach as 'borrowing strength.'\[[@ref3][@ref11][@ref12]\]

Decision rules {#sec2-6}
--------------

For Bayesian trials one common type of decision rule considers that a hypothesis has been demonstrated (with reasonable assurance) if the posterior probability is large enough. For Bayesian hypothesis testing the posterior distribution may be used to calculate the probability that a particular hypothesis is true, given the observed data.\[[@ref3]\]

ADVANTAGES OF BAYESIAN METHODS {#sec1-3}
==============================

Incorporation of prior information {#sec2-7}
----------------------------------

The Bayesian statistics augments and increases the precision of the information from a current trial by the incorporation of prior information. When good prior information exists, the Bayesian approach may enable this information to be incorporated into the statistical analysis of a trial. When the prior information is based on empirical evidence, such as data from clinical studies rather than information based mainly on personal opinion, then the Bayesian methods are usually less controversial.\[[@ref3][@ref13]\]

Adaptive trial design {#sec2-8}
---------------------

Accumulating data are used to modify certain aspects of a trial according to a prespecified plan, without undermining the validity and integrity of the trial in adaptive designs. It is easier to implement adaptive trial designs using Bayesian methods than frequentist methods.\[[@ref3][@ref14]\]

The flexibility of adaptive design methods, however, may introduce possible operational biases and consequently have an impact on the overall type I error rate.\[[@ref14]\] Even though the control of the type I error rate is not a relevant property of a Bayesian design, simulations can be used to design a Bayesian adaptive trial that may achieve good power and control of type I error.\[[@ref2]\]

Phase I dose-finding study {#sec2-9}
--------------------------

The continual reassessment method (CRM) was one of the first clinical applications of Bayesian methodology for determining the maximum tolerated dose (MTD) of a drug molecule. The doses given to subjects are determined by prior and historical data, and data obtained from previously dosed subjects are used to determine the range of doses to be explored. A probability of toxicity is assigned to each dose based on historical data or investigator input; these probabilities represent prior information and are the starting point for the search for the MTD. A model is defined that represents the dose--response relationship, and subjects are treated at the starting dose, dose is increased steadily and dose-limiting toxicities are observed. Then, the next best estimate of the MTD is calculated based on the prior information and the new information from the study. Based on this approach, subjects are treated up to the dose that currently available evidence indicates to be the best estimate of the MTD. The CRM is flexible and allows different numbers of subjects to be treated per dose, and accommodates specific dose-limiting toxicity rates that are expected in different therapeutic areas.\[[@ref14]--[@ref16]\]

Phase II proof-of-concept studies {#sec2-10}
---------------------------------

Decision making in a proof-of-concept study could be improved with Bayesian methodology. Proof-of-concept studies are carried out to obtain early evidence of clinical efficacy using a small, targeted, number of subjects, the aim being to obtain evidence to justify full-fledged clinical development. Traditional designs might unnecessarily expose an excessive number subjects to an ineffective arm before concluding the utility of the drug and, moreover, conclusions can only be drawn once the study is completed. Two-stage Simon designs, three-stage designs, optimal flexible two-stage designs, or adaptive two-stage designs can address these limitations. These studies are implemented in stages, as suggested by their names. The data from subjects in the study are examined at each stage and, depending on the results, a decision is made to stop the study early or to enroll additional subjects into the next stage.\[[@ref14][@ref15]\]

Seamless phase II--III trials {#sec2-11}
-----------------------------

A phase II and a phase III clinical trial can be integrated into a single confirmatory study to shorten the development time. These seamless phase II/III trials involve complex interim adaptations, such as treatment selection, sample size reassessment, and stopping for futility. Bayesian predictive power can help in these interim adaptations and can make this decision-making process more efficient.\[[@ref17]\]

Decision can be taken in an efficient way {#sec2-12}
-----------------------------------------

In the Bayesian approach decisions can be taken in an efficient way due to the following reasons: (1) there is continuous learning as the data accumulate; (2) hierarchical modeling allows 'borrowing' of information across therapies or disease subtypes, etc., where the strength of borrowing depends on the homogeneity of the data; (3) it allows calculation of predictive probabilities of future outcomes and permits one to make inferences using the trial\'s currently available data; and (4) direct estimation of evidence is possible for the effect of interest, using posterior probability.\[[@ref18][@ref19]\]

Postmarketing surveillance {#sec2-13}
--------------------------

The Bayesian approach can be applied for postmarketing surveillance purposes. Today\'s posterior distribution is tomorrow\'s prior distribution. The Bayesian approach allows the use of the posterior distribution from a premarketing study as a prior distribution for surveillance purposes. Information provided by clinical trials can be updated with postmarketing data if exchangeability can be justified between pre- and postmarketing data.\[[@ref3]\]

Meta-analysis {#sec2-14}
-------------

The flexibility of the Bayesian approach makes it very suitable for combining data from various sources. This meta-analysis of multiple data sets is of course more properly the domain of Bayesian statistics.\[[@ref20]\]

CHALLENGES IN USING THE BAYESIAN APPROACH {#sec1-4}
=========================================

Preplanning of design, conduct, and analysis of trial {#sec2-15}
-----------------------------------------------------

The basic tenets of good trial design are the same for both Bayesian and frequentist trials. It has been recommended that the type of analysis to be used (Bayesian or frequentist) should be chosen beforehand. Switching to an analysis method that produces a more favorable outcome after observing the data is not recommended.\[[@ref3]\]

For a Bayesian trial, planning of design, conduct, and analysis is crucial. In a Bayesian trial decisions have to be made at the design stage regarding the prior information, the information to be obtained from the trial, and the mathematical model to be used to combine the two. Any change in the prior information at a later stage of the trial may hamper the scientific validity of the trial results.\[[@ref3]\]

Mathematical modeling {#sec2-16}
---------------------

Extensive mathematical modeling of a clinical trial is involved in the Bayesian approach; for example, the probability distributions chosen to reflect the prior information, the relationships between multiple sources of prior information, etc.\[[@ref3][@ref21]--[@ref23]\]

Computational issues {#sec2-17}
--------------------

Special computational algorithms are often used to analyze trial data, check model assumptions, assess prior probabilities at the design stage, perform simulations to assess the probabilities of various outcomes, and estimate sample size. Although Bayesian analyses are often computationally intense, recent breakthroughs in computational algorithms and computing speed have made it possible to carry out calculations for very complex and realistic Bayesian models.\[[@ref3][@ref24][@ref25]\]

The flexibility of Bayesian models and the complexity of the computational techniques for Bayesian analyses can create greater possibility for errors and misunderstandings. It has been recommended that a Bayesian adaptive trial be planned in advance. Switch from a frequentist to a Bayesian analysis (or *vice versa*) is not recommended once a trial has been initiated.\[[@ref3]\]

Ethical considerations {#sec2-18}
----------------------

Implementation of Bayesian adaptive designs may be challenging because the confidentiality of the data needs to be maintained to avoid operational biases. For instance, if the investigator knows that one treatment is doing better at an interim analysis, he or she may assign it with a higher probability to future patients. In order to minimize operational biases, the design should be well planned in advance and the adaptive algorithm should be prespecified. The details of the adaptive design that may reveal evolving treatment differences is best referred to Institutional Review Boards (IRBs).\[[@ref3][@ref26]\]

CONCLUSION {#sec1-5}
==========

In frequentist statistics prior information is utilized formally only in the design of a clinical trial but not in the analysis of the data. On the other hand, Bayesian statistics provide a formal mathematical method for combining prior information with current information at the design stage, during the conduct of the trial, and at the analysis stage. It is easier to implement adaptive trial designs using Bayesian methods than frequentist methods. Bayesian designs provide an efficient and effective method for evaluating new molecules during the early phases of drug development. The Bayesian approach can also be applied for postmarketing surveillance purposes and in meta-analysis. The basic tenets of good trial design are the same for both Bayesian and frequentist trials. It has been recommended that the type of analysis to be used (Bayesian or frequentist) should be chosen beforehand; switching to an analysis method that produces a more favorable outcome after observing the data is not recommended.
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